Never Before Has an Airstream Included
So Many Exciting New Features

- **New Body Shape** retains Airstream’s superb aerodynamics, yet offers sleeker, cleaner looks and a more spacious interior.
- **New Roof Finish** is a durable, architectural-grade reflective finish to reduce interior heat.
- **New Exterior Finish** is a thermal set, high-gloss acrylic that is pre-coated at the mill for consistency and durability.
- **New Laminated Floor** offers superior structural strength and excellent insulating value.
- **New Wall Covering** adds insulating properties to the sidewall and coordinates with a soft vinyl padded ceiling.
- **New Thermal Insulating Barrier** between the outer skin and the structural ribs.
- **New Fiberglass Shower** with a residential-type pivoting glass shower door.
- **New 3-Burner Cooktop** avoids LPG pressure problems and includes one high-intensity burner for faster heating.
- **New Windows** are lighter weight, easier to operate, and tinted darker for privacy and comfort.
- **New Entrance Door** has a frosted glass window for privacy and a keyed deadbolt with separate grab handle.
- **New Drip Rails** on both road and curb sides work like gutters to channel rainwater to the rear of the coach.
- **New Rear Bumper** is integrated into the body for good looks and steel-reinforced for strength and safety.
- **New Rear-End styling** includes polished, cast aluminum tail lights and a recessed license plate holder.
- **New Body Trim** and moldings are automotive-style mylar for better looks and longer life.

**New Standard Features** are so complete that we need offer only a handful of options:

- Aluminum Wheels (6)
- AM/FM/CD Player w/ 6 Speakers
- Auxiliary Defroster Fans
- RS Awning
- 4-Burner Range w/Oven
- 50-Amp Service